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ALSA President Paul Melican welcomed Councillors to ALSA July Council Meeting. It was noted that the 

aim of the ALSA committee going into this Council was to talk less about the internal machinations of 

ALSA, and be more about giving our affiliated resources to take back to their LSS/LSAs. 

After initial introductions, PM introduced guest speaker Margaret Otlowski, Dean and Head of Law 

School, University of Tasmania. 

ALSA Vice President (Administration) welcomed Council and discussed standing orders for the week. 

Councillors were told to use common sense to guide their conduct – be respectful, courteous and 

professional. Differences of opinion are to be respected, and robust discussion is to be encouraged, as 

long as it is done in a respectful manner. Councillors should feel encouraged to participate actively in 

discussion – you get out what you put in, and doing so shapes the discussion for future council meetings. 

Councillors were asked to arrive promptly for a 9am start each morning– arriving with coffee and 

breakfast in hand is fine, but arriving late is not! 

Following feedback from Feb Council, speaking time in discussion is increased to 60 seconds per 

speaker. The Chair may offer right of reply if necessary.  

Motion: That all LSS/LSAs who have not paid their affiliation fees but who make representations to do 

so be granted speaking rights. 

Moved: Cassandra Page 

Seconded: Paul Melican 

Motion Passed. 

Motion: That all Australian law students have speaking rights.  

Moved: Cassandra Page 

Seconded: Paul Melican 

Motion Passed. 

Motion: That Council accept the minutes of the ALSA Feb-16 Council  

Moved: Cassandra Page 

Seconded: Paul Melican 

Motion Passed. 

Abstentions: Mackillop LSA. 

Motion: That all law students from international jurisdictions have speaking rights.  

Moved: Cassandra Page 

Seconded: Paul Melican 



Motion Passed. 

Advocacy Topic One: Mental Health Disclosures in Admissions – Alex Bell-Rowe  

Following discussion at Feb Council a letter was drafted and send to state admissions bodies. However, 

the letter was not sent in TAS or SA because there was not a sufficient amount of positive responses - it 

was sent in WA, VIC, QLD. 

We received responses from WA and QLD to the effect that because disclosures are confidential, the 

admitting bodies can’t give the info we were after, and that if guidelines are insufficient they suggested 

we contact a central body. 

Pushback on any changes to the law – if someone has an undiagnosed mental health issue they 

shouldn’t be admitted – BUT this is circular because: 

1) If the condition is undiagnosed then that person either won’t disclose, or is unlikely to disclose; 

2) If someone has a mental health issue that is being treated and managed it’s a nonissue. 

Haven’t received response in VIC – letter was sent to media but didn’t get picked up. So whilst we made 

the position clear, we haven’t effected any changes. 

I’d like to throw to the Council floor - was this worthwhile? 

MULS – Continual meetings with admitting bodies would be a good way of pressing the issue – show 

them that not getting a great response won’t deter us 

Deakin Burwood – Lack of unified response on part of Council could have been because of not enough 

information coming through to us. If we got someone in a position of authority to speak about this and 

go through systematically, it would have more legitimacy if it came from someone from the Legal 

Admissions Board etc. What happened after Council is reflective of what happened in Council. 

ABR – Lack of responses meant that there wasn’t much ALSA could do. 

Blackstone – We note that we are not on the list, despite the fact that we sent a response – maybe not 

the only LSS in that situation. 

ABR – I wouldn’t mind going around and having a chat to people offline to discuss that and see if it 

happened to anyone else. 

QUTLSA – Could you clarify the position of ALSA, as we didn’t receive any info on this issue. 

PM – Guidelines and law re: disclosures too vague, don’t offer clarity on what lawyers need to disclose – 

PND, mental health plan, etc. Difficult to see how disclosure would make you incapable of being 

admitted 

SPLSS – When you got the responses did they specify any mental health issue? 



PM – No we just got generic ‘motherhood’ statements. 

USC – Should we send this to Commonwealth Attorney General? 

PM – It was sent to his office. 

Griffith GC – Sounds like they were dismissive so it might need to be addressed on an ongoing basis, not 

just be one and done 

PM recap – The Education portfolio will take that feedback on board, they will come up with some sort 

of plan for next steps for progressing and re-engaging with LSS/LSAs 

Monash – do you have a list of all the universities which did respond? 

PM – We can get that 

MULS – How many professional bodies are pursuing this issue? 

PM – Because the nature of the legal profession is black letter law, the closest body that would be 

similar is the CPA which is subject to anti – discrimination laws, but that is reviewable and legal 

admissions is not. 

Advocacy Topic Two: FEE-Help Cap – Alex Bell-Rowe  

ABR recapped the issue, being that the FEE-Help cap is not quite enough to cover the cost of a student 

undertaking a JD and PLT, and students are being slugged with huge bills to get to the point of 

admission. At Feb Council was happy to go forward for the cap to be increased to cover the most 

expensive JD and PLT to fit under the cap – intention being that anyone can do their degree and PLT 

without being out of pocket. 

A letter was sent to Simon Birmingham, then Minister for Education – happened to be around the time 

that the election was called, so the response from the Caretaker Government was that it might be 

considered. 

PM – Dentistry and medical students have a higher cap, we wanted to see if they could increase for law 

students - If we were to get the higher of the two limits it would be a reasonable halfway point. 

Advocacy Topic Three: Textbook Petition – Alex Bell-Rowe  

This was also discussed in Feb, that ALSA would take action about lowering price of textbooks. 

CS and ABR got in touch with the College of Law Deans with practicable solutions – EG lecturers 

becoming more flexible in using older editions of textbooks so that students can purchase second hand. 

Petition circulated – roughly half the room signed up, ABR is going to try to touch base with people 

personally regarding their thoughts. Based on feedback the more controversial elements were removed 

to make the letter a little more reserved and balanced.  



Deakin Burwood – Is it better to do in a motion style? 

ABR – The issue isn’t the favourable responses or unfavourable responses, it’s the lack of responses 

altogether, that’s why I will touch base with people this week to get the feel of the room. 

Education Breakout: Albert Patajo 

Engagement in Council discussion has been fantastic but the question needs to be asked – how can we 

move these discussions into translatable outcomes? 

Structure of mental health and wellbeing portfolios: 

What programs do LSS/LSAs run in terms of internal wellbeing and advocacy – IE preventing burnout 

within the committee? 

SPLSS – Mental health workshops within the committee – committee do events together EG hiking etc. 

Monash – Committee doesn’t really focus on their own mental health and wellbeing – sometimes 

multiple events every day throughout the calendar year – no real reward after. JD/LLB are completely 

separate – JD do a really good job but LLB a little bit less focussed on their own mental health and 

wellbeing. What we do can sometimes feel a bit tokenistic 

USQ – We run a whole week of events, bubble wrap days etc. – ask your universities what they are 

planning to run, and see if you can piggyback by offering to assist, bring students etc. 

GULS – We do one week for the whole year – socials, fitness, free lunches – rest of the year we don’t 

really do much. 

Griffith GC – We run a staff and student event – one week program which teaches what signs to look for 

and different coping tools to destress – the university offers training. 

GULS – We find that our committee don’t want to attend training even though they organise it. 

UQLS – How do we work without faculty? We have a dedicated equity portfolio, and the law school has 

appointed a wellbeing officer. We met with her and said “these are the things we wish we could have 

done” and they have tried to implement monthly activities – combine education and fun activities – the 

society has been a little displaced but the university has taken over running these events. 

SPLSS – Wellbeing only new this year. We had a mental first aid person do training for law students – 

turnout not great but we used free pizza for incentive. We also have an open door policy at our office, 

especially in the early weeks, and we do collaboration with other societies like ACU sports teams. 

MacKillop – Trying to effect more change within faculty policy, such as requests for assignments to be 

spaced out (rather than all due the same week/day), how can the teaching methods be changed- 

outdoor tutes etc. 

AP – How did those discussions go and how did that get facilitated? 



MacKillop – Former Dean was very receptive, new Dean is based on a different campus so we meet with 

the Academics instead who are very receptive. 

FLSA – Options quite limited. We run a wellbeing week – this time we’re exploring wellbeing in terms of 

domestic violence and sexual assault and how we can respond to students experiencing this.  

QUTLS – Mental health breakfast – professional lawyers come in and talk about the realities of 

breakdowns and how they can still be successful lawyers. It’s run as a program for junior students about 

realities of the industry – that it’s very hard but they can reach out to people. 

AP – Who suffers from mental health issues the most? Generally it’s the first in family to go to 

university, or low socioeconomic background. Do you filter events based on this? 

QUTLS – We match students with someone who is compatible. 

Curtin LSS – We do a wellbeing guide compiling mental health providers around campus and have 

organised student discounts/free sessions for students who can’t afford it – do the puppies to get 

people to talk about it but target people who actually need it. 

ANULSS – How do you cope with the fact that you’ll inevitably get stressed – are people focussing on 

what the law school can do? 

Deakin Burwood – Sub roles within education portfolio – advocacy, training, research skills, wellbeing – 

have any societies got separate sub portfolios for education? Have people engaged with SPUR projects 

e: F*** Up night? Students go to a bar and meet other people and talk about times they’re f***ed up to 

recognise that it’s okay, everybody does it. Keen to know if it’s of value.  

Blackstone – People asking “what does an LSS do?” Answer – we fill the gaps. Our faculty are better than 

most but we fill the gaps in services they can’t provide. Approach stems from Wellness Doctrines – 

challenge the premise. Don’t just accept that mental health is an issue, why is it an issue and what can 

we do to change that? Blackstone is fortunate to be in strong position – we can fund and require any 

students to do mental health course if on exchange, competing overseas, or joining Blackstone – 40% of 

orientation at UWA, handballed some to mental health provider. 

UNSW – Wellbeing directors sitting under VP Ed – “wellbeing warriors” – volunteers whose sole purpose 

is to direct mental health conversation around law school by organising events etc. The reason we 

continue to do this is to encourage social interaction because it engages students. Policies – VPE 

involved in developing uni’s mental health framework. 

Bond – An LSS/LSA can only do so much, to what extent is it the responsibility of a student to look after 

themselves?  

AP – It’s really hard for people to take those first steps – people don’t always know how to take them, 

partly their responsibility to want to take those steps, but we as LSS/LSA’s can show them how to. 

FLSA – Changing the system re: extensions etc – very different to the rest of the university. 



UWS – Allied with med school for “blue week” health and wellbeing to get the discourse started – 

difficulty being that most things are more reactive rather than proactive. Trying to get earlier years – 

change the message people get once they get into law school – show the reality but not let it interfere. 

Monash – We used to give away a lot of free alcohol etc. but now we’re changing to healthy drinks so 

that people think more about health – do little things to show that you’re practising what you preach– 

cultural change 

AP – If we’re talking about how alcohol affects mental health, maybe the change starts with us and the 

kind of events we run. 

UTS – I don’t think any of this discussion should take away from the value of these “tokenistic” events, 

like puppy days etc. – there is a ceiling to how LSS’ can act in this space. We’re doing these things to 

make people take a breather – there can’t be an oversaturation but I’d hate to see anyone discontinue 

these events because they’re branded as “tokenistic” – in existing events we could include mental 

health situations, eg “safe room” at Law Camp. 

MULSS – Cultural issues main cause of problems at uni – first year JD students need to cope with 

realisation that they might not be getting top marks like they did in undergrad. Student body now telling 

the university – trying to do tangible things to change the culture like acknowledging and talking about 

failure and making it okay to talk about failure, bad marks, “Failure day” in Finland 

GN – For me the burnout started when I started mooting competitively, I reached point where I didn’t 

have enough time in the day to sleep. I wanted to be able to ask for help, but the response was really 

that “you put yourself in this position” and to drop something back to do better at what you’re 

continuing – that shouldn’t be the culture. I’d be interested to hear what people do for their new 

competitors to offer assistance 

QUTLS – Should all universities have core subject for mental health – is this something that ALSA would 

advocate on? 

AP – If Council mandates then I will advocate but in experience it’s not something students engage in – 

the response is “why am I paying to go to uni to do this?” We only do things that Council tell us to do, so 

if you tell us to do it then I will.  

SPLSS – Depends on lecturer what response you get – when we did the Kirby moot, lecturer gave 

extensions for assignments for mooters – exam conditions altered for anxiety as well. 

USC – Mentoring program university wide – Coffee hour each week. That’s obviously more difficult for 

bigger unis, but having one place where people can go to chat in a casual environment is important. We 

do run events around mental wellness days – not trying to cure mental illness, just make sure people 

know it’s ok to talk about it. 



ND Fremantle – Mental health is pretty much non-existent in our society – engagement from law school 

is a bit touch and go. There seems to be a lack of will to engage in mental health policy – quite inflexible 

re: extensions etc. 

ABR – On the topic of ALSA advocating for mental health subject – might be too far but happy to look 

into mandating a unit as part of the foundations course re: mental health. 

AP – Show of hands – who is interested in having this explored? AP will take notes – PM noted to send 

to Albert’s email and we’ll revisit later in the week 

PM opened the floor to Council to ask the ALSA Committee and Executive any questions about their 

reports as published on the ALSA website. Due to some reports not being read the committee report Q 

and A session was moved to Thursday.  

ALSA International Careers Guide – Lachlan Robb 

ALSA International Careers Guide is now available on the Conference website. Copies were distributed 

to Council 

ALSA generally does one publication per year, we alternate between International Careers Guide and 

Judges Associateship Guide. 

Policy Officer and ALSA bylaws – Jacinta Kenward 

Position of Policy Officer was introduced in order to clean up the previously uncohesive ALSA bylaws – 

there were 25 bylaws, some of which contradicted one another, or the Constitution. The idea was that 

Jacinta would undertake a comprehensive review of all bylaws and produce a much smaller suite of 

streamlined bylaws. 

Jacinta took Council through each bylaw one at a time, explaining her changes. 

Finance bylaw 

- Updated sections of Constitution referred to in bylaw to current ALSA Constitution 

- Sections of the Constitution extracted into by laws 

- Fixed “Vice President of Finance and Marketing” and “April Council” references 

- List of affiliations updated 

- Removal of GST reference to audit requirements 

- Amendments not really substantial, just updating out of date references to new terminology 

- Reimbursements removed completely – existing by law contradicted reimbursement procedure 

in the Constitution 

- Travel expenses moved and redefined to make the by law more coherent 

- At the end of every by law there is now an amendments table showing when and who amended 

Equity (Part 1) and Scholarships (Part 2) bylaw 



- New scope 

- Shorter and more concise 

- Previous by law only focussed on scholarships, didn’t differentiate between equity grants and 

scholarship streams  

- Scholarships included as new by law following Feb Council removing scholarships from 

constitution 

Competitions bylaw 

- Majority of redraft done by CS 

- No substantive changes, only making certain provisions more concise and easy to understand, 

and fixing grammatical errors 

- If you win a conference competition trophy, you must return it to July Conference rather than 

April Council 

- Changed references to Competitions officer rather than publications officer 

Code of Conduct 

- Copied directly from constitution to amend former inconsistent  

Conference and Council bylaw 

- Changed April Council to February Council 

- References to new Constitution as opposed to old Constitution 

- References to by laws that don’t exist amended 

Circular Motions bylaw 

- Update Constitutional references  

Working Parties bylaw 

- Completely struck out as already in the Constitution 

ALSA Committee and Position Descriptions 

- Add in that they are required to report to their respective VP 

- Cover off as much as possible about the responsibilities of each committee position 

- IT position description – keeping the Google Drive updated and to liaise with the Risk Officer 

- Executive descriptions added 

 

Advocacy bylaw 

- Updated Constitutional references 



- ABR wrote out sections on impartiality – consider both sides of the matter and keep ideology 

out of the matter, act in the best interests of students rather than own personal preferences 

Summary: 

24 bylaws to 8 bylaws – Have now been combined to make things easier to find – things have been 

made more concise, as opposed to just being deleted 

Can be located at alsa.net.au/council/ Working papers 05 – 12. The intention was not to make any 

substantive changes beyond the formatting. This can be done at a later date if the Executive and Council 

see fit. 

It may be worthwhile having a good look at them to see if there is anything you can take back to your 

LSA. 

COUNCIL DISCUSSION 

Inclusion of indigenous persons in legal education 

- First ever in 1974 

- In VIC only one indigenous barrister 

- Never been an indigenous person at the bench in VIC 

Issue of access and inclusion – What do your universities do and is there anything ALSA can do to help 

aid and include indigenous persons, do any universities offer any courses on indigenous customary law 

and native title? 

NZLSA – Indigenous associations work with them to make sure they can be as inclusive as possible. Our 

Constitution says that there has to be an ongoing relationship with indigenous students society 

QUTLS – Indigenous support group part of faculty – provide support for indigenous students. They 

support 2000-3000 indigenous students, and those students have a better graduation rate than non-

indigenous students. They also bring indigenous high school students to QUT and encourage them, show 

them options  

MULSS – We have an indigenous officer for 8 – 12 students – offers advocacy for those students but 

room for expansion and more could be done. 

ND Fremantle – Not a lot of education – only briefly touch on native title in land law. 

UNSW – There’s a pre law program for indigenous students as a taster/access program at our uni. Also 

reconciliation week events – send students to Dubbo to engage with local Aboriginal community – what 

is it like to study law? 

ABR – Does anyone do clerical programs in indigenous legal centres? 



AP – There could be more indigenous content – RRAP report – how to improve legal education to cover 

indigenous content?  

QUTLS – We run an indigenous breakfast every year – 200 people attend and we have high profile 

figures discussing indigenous law/constitutional recognition. 

PM – What can ALSA do? What if we include an indigenous knowledge sharing session – people with 

indigenous officers? Would that be helpful? [Generally yes] What can ALSA do to effect the change 

here? 

McKillop – Fed Govt cut the indigenous tertiary assistance scheme, which included funding for 1 to 1 

tutors – changed to TT and will be cut from sem 1 next year. As a practical point, ALSA could advocate 

for this to return. Unis try to get ATSI into the uni, and then they stop – ongoing support is needed. 

MULS – Good indigenous program, scholarships etc – over the past year lots of community engagement 

officers have tried to organise trips to indigenous communities, but getting support for insurance is very 

difficult – significant concerns – has anyone else faced this? 

ABR – Would like to take to College of Law Deans – law schools could include a small segment on Koorie 

law and Koorie courts in foundational course. 

Deakin Burwood – Has anyone heard of Tawiri? They’re an indigenous group and a subsidiary of the LIV 

– should we be inviting them in on these discussions? 

ABR – I just wanted to get everyone’s opinion on how we can proceed and approach this – consultation 

is obviously a start point. 

ND Fremantle- In WA there is an aboriginal legal service – if we consult indigenous CLCs then it might be 

good to consult them in terms of education. 

ALSA’s international relations 

PM has had discussions with European LSA about sending people to Conference – nearly had a team 

from Estonia come to compete. 

Council has never really discussed how ALSA’s international relations should work – what direction 

should we go in – how do you see our place in the world? 

We currently have reciprocal attendance at NZLSA and Asia LSA conferences 

- NZ send competitors to us, but sponsorship arrangements prevent us sending teams to their 

conference 

- We have Asia LSA GDs this year which we’re very excited about 

PM sees a huge untapped market in international law students who want to come to Aus as a common 

law jurisdiction – law societies from Cameroon and Niger have also expressed interests in reciprocal 

relationships. 



SPLSS – There are so many universal issues for LSAs – no reason those issues wouldn’t be transnational – 

no negatives to come out of this. 

Monash – Is there a commonwealth version of ALSA? 

PM – Europe is chapter based – there is England’s LSA. 

Deakin Geelong – First step is to invite them to come to our Council and Conference – contact other 

countries whose law is based on the common law and then go from there. 

ANULSS – Competitions – don’t think it would be helpful to open up to other countries. It increases 

burden to conference organisers. If we’re inviting to council, we need to ask if we’re adding anything 

really to them to incentivise it.  

AP – Agree with ANU – ALSA already pretty strapped for time and resources – whose responsibility 

would it be and who has the time? 

GULS – Language barrier is an issue that needs to be addressed – will there be concessions for foreign 

language speakers? 

USQ – Close relationships with Europe and Asia – how far do we take it logistically? If there’s an 

international conference maybe someone could go, gather the knowledge and bring it back. 

SPLSS – There are a lot of solutions to these issues – why not have the winner of the ALSA moot do a 

video moot against the Asia LSA winners – if there was an officer appointed then they could come up 

with solutions. 

Asia LSA – Most students are trying to create a big umbrella association to gather up more law student 

associations for multilateral sharing of knowledge – not limited to comps, study trips and joint activities, 

Asia would love to have relations with ALSA beyond reciprocal Conference attendance. 

MS – International competitions run very well, international competitions are not a barrier to high 

performance and success – Other cities in Aus would be easier logistically than Hobart to have 

international teams attend. 

ANULSS – Where are we diverting our resources – we’re looking outward when we could be looking 

inward. 

QUTLS – People are assuming that we’ll be overrun by oversees peers. 

LR – In Feb we heard from the Boys who went to Asia LSA conference – that’s a good way to get that 

knowledge through. 

QUTLS – Before we send people international, it would be more beneficial if we got people to come to 

our conferences (exec) – more beneficial to learn from them coming to us than us going to them. 



PM – Not proposing that we would send anyone, but we could do it in other ways, ie Legaler, knowledge 

sharing etc, see what the law is elsewhere – light advertising. PM will put together a short proposal for 

later in the week – light touch advertising to Europe.  

ALSA Elections – Cassandra Page 

CP took Councillors through the process for applying for positions for the ALSA 2016-17 term. 

Clarified that the nominating LSS/LSA must be a paid affiliate – first up it would be their own LSS/A; and 

get a second LSS/A to second the nomination. 

There is a special resolution required if you are not going to be a student on 30 September 2017. This is 

not a barrier to application, it’s just that in order to meet the eligibility criteria you must be a law 

student on that date, so if not then Council can pass a special resolution at the AGM to allow you to 

apply anyway. 

You can apply for as many positions as you like, but don’t be silly about it – we would encourage only 

applying for those positions that you’re truly passionate about and could see yourself serving for a full 

year. 

If you are running solo then you will be up against a vote of no confidence – that means every person 

running must make a speech, regardless of whether you’re contested. If you genuinely lack faith that the 

candidate will fulfil the position requirements effectively, that’s what the no confidence vote is for. 

Internal Advocacy Breakout – Albert Patajo 

Internal advocacy is looking at how the LSS/LSA interacts with their law school/college to influence 

decision making and policy EG – Influence on the grading system at ANU – needed to involve more 

difficult work in course, so marks and marking system needed to be adjusted accordingly. 

Previous discussions have been around creating a good relationship with their law school to influence 

change 

Deakin Burwood – Hurdle is that everyone has a different relationship and faculty structure – in the past 

we’ve needed to ask people in positions nobody knew existed for information. It would be good if ALSA 

put together report templates and guidance on effective, impartial reporting for those purposes. 

Reports – EG survey students regarding key issues/problems with units 

AP – A QLD uni gave feedback to their school about electives on offer on behalf of students. 

USQ – Our faculty approached the law society to get feedback about what to include in a survey about 

what subjects to run – issue about engaging with surveys which we could help with. 

MULS – Historical issues regarding territorial disputes and the running of certain events meaning that 

there aren’t great relations. It’s difficult to build ongoing long term relationships when the committee 

changes for the most part every year, but the faculty members still remember. 



MacKillop – Relationship with faculty affected by internal operation and bureaucracy within the 

university – Catholic University adds additional challenges.  

SPLSSs – There is a lot of resistance to change – the university has never really run student societies so 

when the LSS approached, they had never dealt with the problem before. 

Blackstone – There are two societies – one an incorporated association subsidiary to Student Association 

with no assets, the other is a separate entity. 

ND Fremantle – Clash came from duplication of efforts – we had meetings hashing out the relationship 

problems and repairing the relationship which were very constructive, so we’re very lucky. 

Monash – Dean claims best working relationship in Australia – LSS rep has a twice monthly meeting with 

the Faculty where student issues to be addressed, occasionally with some difficulty. 

Bond – Association is physically separate from the uni – our relationship is based on backscratching – no 

pressure to do what faculty wants. 

SPLSS – Working to restore bad relationship, but question is – how do you choose what fights are worth 

having? IE we had an issue that lots of students want us to advocate on, but we thought the backlash 

was too much. 

PM – It’s about addressing the imbalance of power – interesting to hear from Bond. RMIT look for 

external funding to try to create independence, and funding from different parts of the faculty.  

MacKillop – Have an ABN etc, but fearful of backlash from uni. They won’t allow them to operate on 

campus – members are on campus so not being able to operate on campus is a huge hindrance. 

MULS – Having similar issues – looking to restructure but there’s a real fear of repercussions – looking 

for advice on how to choose these issues to fight on. 

USC - Open and good relationship with faculty. Head of School is invited to sit on exec meetings – they 

let the committee know what their constraints and concerns are, the constant communication helps. 

Griffith GC – Do you present at O-Week? Relationship has gone from completely separate, now working 

a little more together, staff and student meeting every month where grievances and concerns are 

discussed, rep on law staff meeting. 

Deakin Burwood – It seems to depend on how much the law school feels as though they rely on you – 

every engagement with careers is done by LSA. For people who have a more adversarial relationship, 

treat it like a negotiation scenario – you want to maintain a relationship 

La Trobe – In terms of picking the right fights and what can you bring – you have the ability to put butts 

on seats and the faculty knows this. For us, when students wanted the LSS to do something about a 

particular teacher – the LSS needed to negotiate which relationship is more important – student body or 

faculty. 



UNSW – Best way that it works is representing yourself as the conduit between students and faculty – 

engaging with students through surveys and coming to the faculty and saying “these are the issues 

we’re hearing, we’re not advocating for us personally, merely representing what the students want” 

UTS – Faculties are very well resourced but if society is too, you can be blunt about the cost saving 

benefits the faculty can get from the relationship – that’s something that they’ll always be interested in. 

At unis where they restrict sponsorship they could be swayed by this. 

Blackstone – FTSC – How many/how much is the student experience worth to them? If they don’t need 

you as much as you need them, you may need to rethink what you’re doing. 

FLSA – Conflict between College of Law and Flinders GDLP – decided ultimately that benefit to student 

was worth more than relationship. 

Deakin Burwood – There are times where you don’t get anywhere with people that you should, but 

sometimes if you look elsewhere and find someone with clout to make people listen to you, they can 

make sure that the right person gets the information. 

Monash – What are the big issues LSS are advocating on? 

AP – Assessments, timing and feedback, parking, structure of degree (UQ), issues with unit 

administration (Burwood), Teaching (taking on student feedback) and provision of student services 

(ANU) 

Publications Breakout – Lachlan Robb 

Minutes by Stefanie Fraser 

Welcome, slides on website, cover same things as Feb. Who here is involved in publications. How do you 

enjoy, careers guide, everyone got this? 

Plan is to try and give tools to make a professional material. This will stand until 2018. Can now go up to 

a sponsor and wouldn’t you love to be in this. Comparing this to own LSS one, 9-12 ads were in it, also 

firm profiles and sponsorship. Selling space. 

What publications do your LSS’ run 

Who does a public sectors – 4 

Government – 3 

International –  

Judgeship 

Legal Skills  

Who combines all – 1 



ALSA does these separately, UTAS does these separated. They are fantastic as it gets the word out 

Problems faced – different experience, team and what you draw on. My LSSA a team of two organised it. 

ALSA involved a team of just me. 

How many has a proper team? 

VP Publications and marketing – four or 5 officer. They all take all publications. 

We produce full guides. LLB guide. What electives to take. International one. Directions for careers. 

Another law student society – special interest society produce beyond Legal street which covers public 

sector.  

USC - Out LSA is young we are still building up our portfolio. I stepped in this year, done weekly news 

letter and a wrap up letter. Careers guide coming. We have two to three thirds of LSA read these, 

publicise these through face book and  

UNSW– Big debate as to what to include, who print them, are there any LSA’s who prints themselves. 

Is there anyone who has a guide that prints? 

Griffith GC – we moved away due to sheer costs, careers guide did all careers, clerkships etc, moved 

away from printing as the costs. Engagement is poor. Emailing it out does the same job. 

GULS – Nothing printed as it was too costly, prefer to spend on other things. We get better engagement 

on Facebook. 

We do announcements on emails 

Notre Dame Fremantle – We do one big careers guide, marketed at clerkships, firm directory at the 

back. Do both printing through our website and through emails. In terms of printing we only print 3 or 4 

copies per year. We make this available in the Library. 

LR- great idea, sponsor, lib, cost  

Deakin Burwood – Successful printed guide as it does well. Everything else we have switched to do 

online. We have been transforming things we have printed onto website. Our sponsorship director said 

they are loving the tangible stats from the email, they are more interested in this as they can see who 

they have been exposed to. Word Press website gives us these stats. 

 

LR – Word Press can also have downloaded trackers, another site called bit-ly. 

Had to set up a separate thing completely. 100 people downloaded the guide. 



Newcastle – Usually get the law school to send out email to law students. Want to move away from 

printing. Go through Law school as not all students are members. Some schools use blackboard which 

we are also looking into. 

LR – My uni uses blackboard. 

GULS – We do that. 

Blackstone – All online is a good idea, we still have physical as some cant access internet. We launch our 

health and wellbeing publications and careers handbook stagged throughout the year. This was soley 

online last year, this is relaeased in the summer so students can make subject decisions. Careers 

handbook was for sale, which was sold at the careers open day. Sell two social justice publications. Don’t 

sell AFH.  

We sell it for $10, only print a limited amount. Then once ran out of copies then say PDF is online. 

UNSW – How do sponsors feel about you selling the guide? 

Blackstone – They are understanding of the costs associated, we sell it next to their tent next to the 

careers fair. You’d probably have to speak to your sponsors. 

Could also do a gold coin donation 

Have you had member kick back on that – No for careers people know how much work goes into that. 

We print a limited amount. No real push back. Less engagement this year with careers as last year. 

Limited amount and if its loved then we will print more. It does help cover some costs  

Who has negative results from their guides - We do the clerkship as a lot of money coming in, we didn’t 

do a grad guide as ALSA has one. Our publications people aren’t experts in that. 

GULS - Our careers guide, we do three newsletters by the careers guide and they get elected at the end 

of the year and it is released really early in the year. Trouble with getting information and ads  

LR – Pain, our VP Careers is supposed to do it, set it to marketing and he took care of it. It was released 

after clerkship. 

GULS – 150 pages ours ended up being 

LR – Committee elected in August, term begins in three months, they have three months handover. 

Centralise marketing portfolio, Edu does first year guide, they content reduce and then give to public.  

Categorise everything works effectively. 

 

UNSW - Centralised marketing skills, however this year didn’t work effectively as publications fell apart. 

LR – I get two officers, can’t ask questions, I got a team and none knew how to use Photoshop. 



Notre Dame Fremantle - Marketing team doesn’t exist, publications tries to work across which we try 

and get different fronts, trying ot get people to respond to emails and come to things. Our careers guide 

I spent a month trying to find an affordable publications which only can be used on Mac.  

LR – Get creative with this, naming rights, ad space, let them have full/half ad space. Get the prospectus 

filld out properly, that being said be careful not the annoy them. For design sake we shrunk the logo and 

the sponsor was mad.  

Every page has College of Law – they love it. 

Firm profiles as they love themselves. You can ask them for an article and they will give it too them. 

Anything else their people do  

What would go into a sponsored page  

LR – what you wants, some guides are come see us for Clerkships ad, depends who you approach. We 

have an article by beyond law as that what they wanted.  

GULS – They usually have their own ads, as they sent us a specific recruitment ad.  

LR – Be careful with sponsors as they can get annoyed easily. Ashhurst are very particular, be careful 

with how you use everything. Go above board. Update information 

Asia LSA – International careers guide mentions law firms, did you get permission or not? 

LR – Made clear in disclaimer that no permission was gained and it was just a list of potential firms. 

Generalised approach verses getting particular firms. Tried to get ones not affiliated with major places. 

No names, no logos, used their own description from the website. 

Notre Dame Fremantle – In terms of getting them to provide content I found this a challenge, might not 

hear from them for weeks and then it might take all semester and then last minute.  

LR – Recommend to get in touch with other uni’s around you, talk about those sponsors.  

LR – Another thing is the Length of the Guide, 20-40 pages is appropriate. !02 pages is hard to print and 

bind, and people get scared by all the pages. Also large files are hard to email. Shorter is best but don’t 

compromise your design.  

My plan for this guide is that I have released this electronically. 

Has anyone seen this? But my plan is that I will re release each section as a separate guide on each 

section. People will see it as something new and it will keep the marketing going. Re realised your guide 

as a separate file, Looks like your offering something new.  

LR – Moving onto resources. So many free things. Who uses Microsoft Word, adobe? Is it paid for? 



LR – Adobe - you can get the student fee for $17 per month. This is really cheap. Pretty sure it is a 

minimum buy per year.  

Deakin Burwood – Weren’t 100% sure whether to invest, free trial for three months which can be 

cancelled. The adobe people will send a reminder when they need to cut the description.  

LR – Free: Scribus, Lucide Press (online programme) 

Editing Images:  

 Photo Shop - people don’t usually have these skills though.  

 www.canva.com - fantastic for social media, you have to pay for the images 
Free Images: 

 Stock snap.io – covers a bunch of things 

 Unsplash  
 

Can do this yourself, or hire art students or internal or external workers.  

 

UTS – general rate is $250-300 per publication  

Deakin Burwood – We get a fair discount, our careers VP is best friends with the designer. We have also 

started to liaise with the marketing team in our faculty. Templates, newsletters, opinion, advice. 

LR – Good point - go to the professionals. Don’t ever tell an arts student to do it for free it’ll look good in 

portfolio. 

Newcastle – Free Law ball ticket for person who designs it. 

LR – All those resources are in the online presentation. Would recommend to look at it. Finally there is 

also the wellbeing guide, public sector guide and also create marketing posts, advertising these. Would 

love it if you shared these with your universities.  

 

 

 

http://www.canva.com/

